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Partners

Miso 🐈

AGB

Hi these are our partners, please go and check these amazing sites out!

Miso 🐈

 

A good moderation bot, that's still being improved!

Miso has:

    ▸ Backups;

    ▸ Role Management;

    ▸ Channel Management;

    ▸ And it can also detect a variety of scam links!

Backstory:

Miso is a cat. Cats are more aggressive then dogs, which is

why Miso is a cat. There will be another bot called Miso (dog,

more playful so this will be a "fun" bot).

   

AGB
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AntiRaid

Review Bots

Hibiki

AGB; From anime to memes, profiles and general utility, AGB

has it all.

  

AntiRaid

 

AntiRaid The best fully free moderation and always improving

moderation bot with Dashboard!

   

Review Bots

 

The Number One Discord Bot Review Service. Experiencing

some Issues with your Favourite Bots? Search our vast list and

Let the Dev Team know!
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Fates List

Hibiki

 

Tired of mee6 or Dyno? 

🤖 We have a bot for you! 

We have features like; 

🎵Lag Free Music,

🔴Reaction Roles and a lot more!!

We have low ping with great uptime,new features are always

being introduced and old ones are constantly being improved!

ℹ Invite Hibiki today!

  

Fates List

 

Ever wanted to grow your bot/server or find the bot that

corresponds to your needs? 

Well stop looking further!FatesList is what you need 
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